hearsay advisor cloud
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DIGITAL CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS & WORKFLOWS FOR
LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES

The world of life insurers and agents is changing. Direct channels, robo advisors,
and mobile apps are significantly impacting the traditional agent distribution
model. Advisors are increasingly challenged to grow business in a saturated,
competitive market. And consumers today have high digital expectations; from
websites to social networks, text message, and email, they demand a consistent,
easy experience.
The Hearsay Advisor Cloud allows your field to provide a seamless customer
experience using a complete and compliant digital client engagement platform
built specifically for life & annuities advisors. The platform enables easy
and efficient communication across digital channels – social networks, text
messaging, websites, and email – empowering advisors to be high-tech and
right-touch. Automated workflows and triggered actions prioritize data across
systems and suggest what advisors should do next. Combined, it’s a powerful
system to accelerate advisor productivity and build deeper relationships that
drive business growth.

BENEFITS
• Automate client engagement across
channels to increase advisor productivity
and business growth.
• Create an AI-powered actionable to-do
list, based on a unified view of client
engagement and displayed in an easy-touse dashboard.
• Share the right personalized, de-risked
content, on the right channel, at the right
time.
• Take advisor productivity to the next level
with smart triggers and 1-click (clickto-call or click-to-send) workflows - like
e-signature or medical exam reminders.
• Maintain the enterprise-class security and
controls FINRA, SEC, IIROC, FCA, MiFID II,
and CASL regulations require – compliance
is built-in.
• Streamline compliance processes with
pre-review automation, real-time alerts,
approval trails, and infraction resolution
– all from the Universal Supervision
Dashboard.
• Easily integrate with any CRM, other core
enterprise system, and/or advisor website.
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To find out how Hearsay Advisor Cloud can help
enhance your firm’s client-advisor experience:

Hearsay is an incredibly powerful sales
productivity tool that is going to help
people be more efficient and create
deeper engagement earlier on in the
process.
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ABOUT HEARSAY SYSTEMS
Hearsay Systems offers the Hearsay Advisor Cloud for financial
services, empowering advisors to efficiently and compliantly use
social media, websites, text and email to engage with customers,
build stronger relationships and grow their business. Its prescriptive
technology processes and prioritizes data from across digital
channels and data systems, providing actionable suggestions for
advisors on how they should engage with clients next. Built for the
enterprise, Hearsay connects these advisor-client interactions and
data to corporate CRM systems and digital marketing programs, and
provides efficient compliance supervision and review workflows – all
on a secure, enterprise-ready platform.
Hearsay is used by more than 150,000 advisors and agents at the
world’s largest financial services and insurance firms. The company
is headquartered in Silicon Valley with offices throughout North
America, Europe and Asia. Connect on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
and the Hearsay blog.
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